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Ingredients (for 12 pieces) 
 

4 cups  all-purpose flour 

½ cup  sugar 

3 tsp (11g) instant active dry yeast 

¼ tsp  salt 

1 tbsp  ground cinnamon 

1   egg 

¼ cup  unsalted butter, plus a dab for greasing 

¼ cup  non-hydrogenated margarine (or lard) 

1 cup  water, or as needed; lukewarm (104 to 110 °F, or 40 to 43 °C) 

For topping:  ½ cup  granulated sugar 

                       2-3 drops  red or pink food colouring gel  
 

Prepare the topping – The drops of food colouring may be added directly to a bowl with the sugar, 

and mixed with a gloved hand, or place the sugar in a plastic bag, and add the drops; zip or tie a 

loose knot at the top of the bag, then knead sugar and food colouring together through the plastic, 

until uniformly coloured.  Transfer coloured sugar to a tray or flat plate, and reserve.  Line two baking 

sheets with parchment paper, and reserve, as well.   
 

Before starting the dough, make sure the egg and fats are at room temperature, and the water is 

lukewarm.  In a large mixing bowl, add flour, then make a well in the centre; add sugar to the side of 

the well.  Pour about a quarter of a cup of lukewarm water into the well, then sprinkle dry yeast on 

top.  Incorporate about two tablespoons of flour and sugar into the centre, stirring gently with a 

spatula; allow the yeast to get activated, and produce bubbling.  Add the rest of the water, egg, 

butter, margarine (or lard), and cinnamon to the well, and sprinkle the salt on top of the flour, away 

from the centre; mix everything together with hands, or spatula.  Transfer dough to a clean working 

surface, and knead with hands.  The dough will be very crumbly at the beginning of the process, but 

after about five to six minutes of kneading,  it will become very manageable, soft and elastic, and will 

not break when pulled.  Stretch edges of dough, and pinch towards the centre, to form a smooth 

ball; lightly grease the mixing bowl and place dough in, with the seam facing down (photo below, 

left).  Smooth surface with greased hands, to lightly coat with butter, then cover with a clean kitchen 

cloth, and allow to rest for thirty minutes; the dough will increase in size (does not have to double for 

this bread), and will look puffy (photo below, right): 
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Punch air to form a thick circle, then roll to form a log.  Tap the ends to shape into a 12-inch long 

cylinder.  Slice into twelve pieces, one inch thick each (approx. 95g).  Working with one piece at a 

time, pinch edges towards centre to form a rounded shape, then flip seam down, and roll to smooth 

into a ball; flatten ball into a disc of approximately four inches in diameter.  Pierce the centre with 

one hand to make an opening, then press around, forming into a ring with a very wide opening in 

the centre (photo below, left).  Alternatively, roll the disc into a rope, then attach ends together to 

form same ring shape as before (photo below, centre).  Repeat with all the balls of dough, to make 

twelve rings.  Place one ring on the reserved coloured sugar, pressing ring down, to flatten, and help 

the sugar adhere to it (photo below, right): 

… cont.     Day of the Dead Bread Rings – Golletes 

Place ring, coated side up, on lined baking sheet, and repeat with all the rings.  Allow to rest for thirty 

minutes, away from drafts; the rings do not grow much further, but the dough looks soft and relaxed  

Preheat oven to 400ºF (205ºC).  Bake rings in preheated oven for ten minutes, then switch the upper 

and bottom trays, rotating each as well, so the front of the trays now face the back of the oven, and 

bake for another five to ten minutes, until golden brown on the bottom side.  Comparing the rings 

formed from a pierced disc, and from a rope, they look similar, except the one formed from attaching 

ends of a rope shows the junction point, as it expands during baking, developing a small crack, and a 

bare spot; all rings also looked bare around the outer and inner edges, again because of the 

expansion during baking.  To remedy these bare spots, sprinkle with more coloured sugar while rings 

are still hot out of the oven, for uniformly coated rings.   
 

For the Day of the Dead offering (La ofrenda de día de muertos), golletes are not displayed flat on a 

plate like other breads, but are usually hung vertically using pieces of sugar cane inserted through the 

middle: 


